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Asset Management
Asset management allows you to track and maintain all the assets your organization owns, cost-effectively, such as:
a) Devices
b) OS applications such as Microsoft Office, .NET etc., and their patches.
c) Third-party software such as Skype, Adobe etc.
Asset management includes:
a) Installation of assets
b) Uninstallation of assets

Asset Management with Saner Endpoint
Security Solution
The Saner endpoint security solution helps you to track and manage your assets and their lifecycle within your
organization, through a centralized location.

Asset Discovery
Device or endpoints are discovered using Asset Discovery. Asset Discovery allows IT administrators to discover
all the devices present on the network.
Note: This feature is available only for on-premise deployments of Saner Business, it is not available for cloud.
Figure 1 shows the Asset Discovery pane on the Saner dashboard.

Fig.1
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To Discover Assets in a Network (On-premise Deployment)
1) Click Manage > Devices.
2) Click Add Devices.
3) Select Run Network Discovery Scan from the action drop-down.
4) Specify the IP Address in CIDR format/ IP address range format. For example, 192.168.1.0-192.168.1.100.
5) Click Go!. It will list the endpoints that are running and reachable to Ancor server.
6) Click Add. It will add the devices to the device table.
(If new devices are added to the network, those assets can be discovered and added using Configure Periodic
Discovery action.)
The administrator can deploy agents on all discovered endpoints. Figure 2 shows how to deploy agents on the
endpoints.

Fig.2
To Deploy Agents on the Endpoints (On-premise Deployment)
1) Click Manage > Devices.
2) Click Saner Enabled and click the device which has “No” as its description.
3) Select Deploy Agent and select the Deployment Method from the drop-down action.
4) Select Custom Filt and Add Criteria from the drop-down action. For example, select IP Address and enter the IP
Address.
5) Apply the Criteria to all devices or to the unassigned devices.
6) Select the Login Type. For Windows endpoints, select SMB Credentials. For Linux endpoints, select SSH
Credentials.
7) Assign Proxy if applicable.
8) Click Deploy.
Once the deployment succeeds, the devices are automatically scanned and the report is uploaded to the Ancor
server.
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Figure 3 shows the Saner dashboard with the Software Assets pane highlighted. IT administrators can identify the
assets present in an organization using this pane. To retrieve a list of all the assets present in an organization, click
the CSV icon ( ) in the “Software Assets” pane; a Microsoft Excel file is generated with the details of all the assets
present. You can choose to view 15, 25, 50 or all assets.

Fig.3
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Individual Device Report
The individual device report shows the complete system information of an individual asset.
Figure 4 shows Individual Device Report.

Fig.4
1) Click Manage on the left pane and select a host name in the device table to view its details.
The individual asset report shows:
 Pie chart - This shows the vulnerability statistics of the selected host based on the severity, and the
compliance statistics of the selected host in percentage.
 Custom Queries - This pane lists only the default and affected queries.
 Hardware & Software System

Service

Shows the following host details - OS, Processor, Installed Memory, System Type, IP
Address, Next/Last Scan details, Next/ Last Update details, etc.
Shows the details of the devices present in that endpoint such as USB, printer, fax, its
location and status.
Shows the name, start type, status and description of the services.

Processes

Shows the running processes, and its details.

Port

Shows the open port details bound to the local address.

Applications

Shows the applications in the host, its version, path, installation location and the
installation date.
Shows the details of patches that are installed and missing.

Devices

Patches
Vulnerabilities
Compliance
Audit Log

Shows all the detected vulnerable OS and third-party applications. The green tick
indicates the updated assets whereas the numbers indicate the number of risks present.
Shows the number of configured or misconfigured settings. The green tick indicates
compliant settings and the red tick indicates non-compliant settings.
Shows Saner related activities of the respective host. To enable it, go to Manage >
Settings> Create Settings > Logs > Enable Log
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Software Deployment
The Software Deployment feature in the Saner endpoint security solution allows IT administrators to install or uninstall
an asset.
Figure 5 shows the list of Software Deployment actions you can take.

Fig.5

Fig.6
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Figure 6 shows how to install an Asset using Application Management. Before performing this task, retrieve the Asset
report.
To Install an Asset
1. Click CMD & Ctrl on the menu.
2. Select Software Deployment.
3. Select Application Management.
4. Specify the following:


Command and installation details, the executable application, and the silent mode option. In this figure, the executable
application is vlc0.9.6-win32.exe and the silent mode option is /S.
5. Apply to a Group. For example, Windows 8.1 > sp-qa-smi-win8-1-x86-base.
6. Specify a name and description for the task. For example, “software_deployment”.
7. Click Create.
After the task is created, the task is applied to all the systems in a group that have the agent. The task is processed
quickly after it is sent to the system and the report is uploaded to the Ancor server.

Fig.7
Figure 7 shows the status of the task. The asset has been successfully installed.
After the task is complete, click Reports on the left pane. Generate the Asset report for an updated status of all the
devices; compare the status of the devices in this report with the status of devices in the previous Asset report.
To uninstall an application, select Uninstall under “Application Management”.
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Figure 8 shows the Asset Report.
To View Asset Report
1) Click Report > Asset Report.

Fig.8
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